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Sentamu reflection
At the end of his earthly ministry, Jesus gathered his
followers and said to them “All authority in heaven and
on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and
teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you always, to
the end of the age.” Those words echo down the centuries to us, and from that tiny group of followers some
2000 years ago there are now nearly 2 ½billion Christians on earth today.
On Sunday 7th June 2020, Dr John Sentamu walked the length of York Minster
to lay down his Pastoral Staff on the High Altar as a symbol of the end of his
fifteen-year ministry as Archbishop of York. It was an emotional moment for
many, and an opportunity to reflect on all the ways in which our (now former)
Archbishop has been faithful to Jesus‟ Great Commission to his followers.
“Go…” +Sentamu has certainly not been someone to stay behind closed church
doors. As well as travelling the world as part of his role within the Anglican
Communion, the thing that he will be remembered for, possibly more than anything else within the Diocese of York, was his Pilgrimage of Prayer, Witness
and Blessing. Between Advent Sunday 2015 and Trinity Sunday 2016- dates
chosen for liturgical rather than meteorological reasons!- +Sentamu walked
1,578 miles to talk and pray with people, to encourage them in their faith, and
to tell them about the love of God made visible in Jesus Christ. As part of
that Pilgrimage, he was present for the official opening of our new Community
Hall Extension and joined in the party to celebrate the fulfilment of eight
years of hard work to get the project completed.
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“Make disciples…” At the heart of his ministry has been the longing for people
to know Jesus for themselves and to be strengthened in their journey of faith.
+Sentamu has known more than his share of hardship along the way, not least
when he was imprisoned by Idi Amin and feared that he would die in one of
Amin’s prison camps in one of the beatings administered by the guards. His
experience of being enfolded in the presence of God, even in those worst of
times, has reinforced +Sentamu’s desire that all should know that same grace
and love of God with them in all that they face. Here at St Edward’s you will
remember Confirmation services where members of our congregation took
those next steps of faith and were prayed for by the Archbishop for the Holy
Spirit to give them strength and life for the journey ahead.
“Baptising them…” Another iconic sight in York is
that of +Sentamu baptising people in a pool outside
York Minster on Holy Saturday. With the date of
Easter varying each year, the weather could never be
relied upon; one year there was snow settling on the
water in the unheated pool during the service!

Photo BBC News

Refusing the offer of a wetsuit to put under his robes, the Archbishop would
welcome all those who wanted to make their public commitment as followers of
Jesus Christ, baptising and praying for them in an amazing celebration of the
grace of God in our midst.
We will wait and see what God has in store next for +Sentamu and for
Margaret, but we continue to pray for them, and for ourselves as we seek to
live out Jesus‟ Great Commission wherever we may be. As we each look to God
in our own situations, may we know the grace and power of God to enable us to
be those who go, who tell others of Jesus, and in all that we do may we know
the presence of Jesus with us always, even to the end of the age.
Richard
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4
Submitted by Ann Robinson

The answers are First six :
1 Cain 2 Ruth 3 Lot 4 Paul 5 Moses 6 Benjamin
Second six:
1 Adam 2 Job 3 David 4 Boaz 5 Nimrod 6 Jesse

A Day in the Life
In each issue of The Porch, we will be talking to a member of the St Edward‟s
community about a typical day in their life. This may be about their work, their
volunteering or their life in retirement. It will include a little bit about how
each person came to be at the Church and what it means to live as a Christian in
the modern world.

To kick off the series, where better to start
than with our own Parish Secretary, Wendy
Hewitt.
A Day in the Life of a Parish Secretary.
Tell me a bit about the story that brought
you from Wales to Woodthorpe?
I was born in Gorseinon, a small mining town
near Swansea in South Wales. My mum had
grown up in the community, but my dad was a „displaced person‟ as a result of
World War II and had been born in Latvia. Following the war, he was sent to
Hull, speaking no English and had to make his own way in this strange new world.
He eventually ended up as a van driver in Gorseinon where he met my mum. He
then, like many men in the community, went to work as a miner. They were hardworking and supportive parents.
On completing my A-levels, I went to catering college in Colchester, which was a
bit of a culture shock for this Welsh home bird! However, it was here that I
met my husband, Mike. He applied for the post of Catering Manager at the
Theatre Royal in York – and thus a Welsh girl came to York and stayed!
How did your association with St Edward’s come about?
I had just had my first son, Richard and like all new mums had absolutely no idea
what I was doing with this new baby. A chance meeting in the street with
another mum was a real blessing, as she suggested I join the Mother and Baby
club that was held in the then, old community hall. It was 1991 and the sessions
helped me enormously. However, we didn‟t join the church at that point – it was
through Richard‟s involvement with Beavers, when we met the then new vicar
Martin Baldock. He and Sue were such special people and so welcoming, that we
5 were encouraged to start attending in 2000.

How did you become the Parish Secretary?
Over the years I had done several administrative jobs, working variously in
insurance, at All Saints School and at the University. Sadly, Alison the previous
parish secretary became unwell and I just started helping out on a voluntary
basis. In January 2016, the position became permanent.
Describe your usual day.
The great thing about this job, is there isn‟t a usual day! Every day is different.
Monday is always the most frantic, as it is a busy day with the hall hirings and
there are emails and phone messages to deal with from the weekend – and of
course it follows Sunday when people have read notices in the Pew Sheet and
popped in with queries or requests. However, there are all the routine matters
such as being the first port of call for requests about baptisms, weddings and
funerals. There are frequent enquiries about bookings for the church facilities,
dealing with emails, visitors and phone calls. A great deal of the day involves
„logistics‟ – ensuring that the rooms are open with the right lay out and
equipment, that signage is sorted, that supplies are ordered and that we don‟t
have three groups at once trying to get into the same space! Of course, things
do go wrong at times, and then I have to become the chief negotiator.
When I first started, I did struggle with the constant interruption of folk
wandering into the office whilst I was on the phone or in the middle of a letter,
but I began to realise that one of the key roles was to listen and support and
not try to get too grumpy! It really is like working with your extended family
and I absolutely love it.
What are the ‘odd’ bits of the job?
The office becomes the centre for leaving unidentifiable and homeless objects
such as random door handles and odd bits of skirting board that appear on my
desk, as well as the usual items like glasses that are regularly mislaid. At any
one time, I might be housing knitted blanket squares, hampers, Easter
eggs, books, copies of The Porch and swords! I have also had to develop new ‘skill
sets’ such as watching on YouTube how to fix a toilet handle.
You also do get some strange requests such as being asked to measure the
length of the aisle from the font to the altar rail, so a bride can time a perfect
arrival to music. I have been asked to contact a filing cabinet engineer (do they
exist?) and also if I could change the angle of the sun in a room.
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How’s Life in Lockdown?
Quiet. Very very quiet. In fact, the other day, I was certain I heard a mobile
phone receiving a message in the hallway. There was, of course, no-one there.
Perhaps it was the Holy Spirit getting an update? However, the Church of
England website has a series of tick boxes of tasks that must be undertaken
each week to maintain the safety and upkeep of the building, and so this has
been an important daily routine. We now meet as a team via Zoom on a
Wednesday, and whilst I miss the cake, I have really appreciated the
opportunity to meet, pray, discuss and catch up.

Have you missed us all or is the job easier without a congregation?
Well, I guess it might be easier – but I have missed everyone enormously. The
people are the fire and heartbeat of this church, and like everyone, I‟ll be glad
for the doors to open again.

Interview with Wendy Hewitt by Helen Wren
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SPOTTERS’ GUIDE 4
Perhaps our Dringhouses “spotters” are becoming expert at this fun activity,
and learning new information about the parish in which we live. Perhaps you are
already anticipating that this particular selection might appear? Once again,
these are all visible along Tadcaster Road.
Clue: The roofline of a familiar building which has
changed its use many times.
Clue:
Originally the venue for the Methodist
congregation in Dringhouses.

Clue: Originally very useful to the community before
most people had clocks or watches.
Clue: Sited at a focal point, reputedly used by bus
drivers years ago as they checked whether they were
keeping to their timetable!

Clue: Passed by many students several times a day.
Clue: Not far from a pedestrian crossing leading to the Tesco
supermarket.

Answers:
Top “spot” is now used as an office, close to the entrance to Slingsby Grove.
Middle “spot” is the clock on St Edward‟s bell turret.
Bottom “spot” is the milestone close to the entrance to The Grove.

Dorothy Reed
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The Last Journey
A train is at the station
With a seat reserved for me
I‟m excited about its destination
As I‟ve heard it sets you free
from trials and tribulations
The pain and stress we breathe
Don‟t exist where I am going
Only happiness I believe

One day you‟ll take your journey
On the train just like me
And I promise that I‟ll be there
At the station and you will see
That Life is just a journey
Enriched by those you meet
No one can take that from you
It‟s always yours to keep

I hope that you will be there
To wish me on my way
It‟s not a journey you can join in
it‟s not your time today

But now as no seat is vacant
You will have to muddle through
Make sure you fulfil your ambitions
as you know I‟ll be watching you

There‟ll be many destinations
Some are happy, some are sad
Each one a brief reminder
Of the great times that we‟ve had

And if there‟s an occasion
To mention who you knew
Speak kindly of that person
As one day it will be you

Many friends I know are waiting
Who took an earlier train
To greet and reassure me
That nothing has really changed
We‟ll take the time together
To catch up on the past
To build a new beginning
One that will always last

Now I can‟t avoid this ending
as it‟s time for me to leave
Please make haste to the reception
To enjoy my drinks, they‟re free!

Timothy Coote

Kindly reproduced from „Review‟ – The
Submitted by Geoff Allen
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Journal of the Friends of the National
Railway Museum
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Communion in Company
Meet on the first
Wednesday of each month
in the chancel area.
Praying in Company will
then meet on the following Wednesdays.
Please do join us.
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Loopy In Lockdown Competition
As you will have seen in the pewsheet, website and last month‟s Porch, we
have been running a (Very) Short Story Competition. Inviting people to compose 50-word mini-saga on any subject and the only rule was that the „saga‟
has to be written in exactly 50 words! Witty, poignant, tragic, or anything in
between, on any subject that takes your imagination.
The results have been judged by Harry Gration and Harry‟s Favourites are:

1st Place

Karen Smoult-Hawtree- Northerners

6.30am, power walking around racecourse, wearing lycra running kit and sunglasses, I‟m warm. Four people I pass are wearing full Arctic winter clothing.
I panic; it‟s obviously Coronavirus; I must have a fever. Then I pass seven people in lycra and relax. The Arctic clothing gang are clearly Southerners!

2nd place

Susan Collier- Lockdown Funeral

Joan died gracefully nearly 99.
A full life so well lived.
No recent visitors allowed. Did she feel abandoned?
Can but trust she knew the presence of her Lord.
Nine at the graveside. Zoomed to grandson in Japan.
The sun shone, the birds sang, so did we.
Welcome home Joan….

3rd place

Isobel Goforth- A way around it!

On my 75th birthday, the Government announced the withdrawal of the free
television licence for the over 75s.
During the lockdown I have learnt to use so many „technological‟ things: Zoom;
Gotomeeting;
YouTube; BBC iPlayer and ITV Hub.
With Covid-19‟s silver lining I might not even purchase a television licence!
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Book token prizes have kindly been donated for the winners . £30 for First
place, £20 for Second place, and £10 for Third place. Please contact the Parish office to claim your prize.

Just 50 Words to encapsulate a once in a generation experience- surely not
possible? And yet here they are- just fantastic! Words to make you laugh,
some to make you cry. Thank you to everyone who joined in- and to Harry
Gration for picking his favourites. Great writing all round…. (50 words exactly)
Richard
Here are all the entries submitted:
The 50 Word Challenge
Looking out over the rooftops while brushing my teeth this morning, I saw a
magnificent heron flying over the house.
Now from the back window, there it was – now being dive-bombed by a black
crow.
After dodging the crow, it regained its trajectory.
Will I hold my line after Covid?
Mark Russell-Smith

Lockdown Romance
He was waiting, his bike against the tree. "You didn't tell me your name," she
said, at a distance.
"Derek. I can't stay - I should be working. But I had to see you again. Same
time tomorrow? We can talk then."
She sang as she cycled down the track.
Pauline Kirk
A Day in the Life of ..
We investigated the smell. We found what contaminated. A dead mouse. I
corroborated its demise. We collaborated on its removal and destruction then
fulminated about its place in our home. The cats pestered, a scratch from one
of them festered so my blood pressured. It‟s just not been my day.
Paula Juffs
Madness or Mission
The cuckoo‟s incessant noise was driving me insane. But in my case, it‟s not a
drive, it‟s a short putt. So I shot it. The cuckoo, like coronavirus, steals
homes and lives from others. The cuckoo is dead, but I cannot kill the virus.
God, please help those who can.
Paula Juffs
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Mission Impossible
I set off early on my bike.
Glasses, rucksack and mobile phone.
Eco-friendly, fast and free, I was
To shop for essentials on my own.
Tesco Express just in sight,
Something I felt not quite right.
Where's the bike lock? Not on me!
Nor the precious plastic card I need.
Stella Pycroft
The Blame Game
On Hull road I passed 3 Chinese couples, eyes downcast to the pavement
wearing blue surgical face masks.
No one else was wearing a mask in the street.
Perhaps they were searching for the virus.
At least I think they were Chinese. We all look the same to me now.
George Jardine

A Journey
A lone man walks down a peaceful road, though many friends and relatives
have gone before, he does not see them.
He comes across someone waiting for him.
"Hello," he says with a smile, “How long have you been waiting here for me?”
“All of your life” says the other.
Paul Shepard
4;4:4;2
The recipe demanded flour.
I queued at Tesco but the shelves were bare.
The recipe demanded sugar.
I queued at Aldi the shelves were bare.
The recipe demanded butter.
I queued at Asda the shelves were bare.
I beat and baked the eggs my hens provided
and lit the candle.
Chris Elliott
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50 WORDS
I‟m fifty tomorrow,
A cause for much sorrow,
My life now begins a new phase.
So „Saga‟ for me
Is that nice company
For insurance and slow holidays.
But I‟ve every intention
Of drawing my pension
As soon as permitted;
Yes, I‟m fully committed
To savouring all of my days!
Martin Bailes

Annoying Jobs
When lockdown started everyone said it was the ideal time to tackle all those
annoying jobs that never seem to get done. One day, I noticed that the two large
wooden gates at the side of the house needed painting badly. So I painted them
badly, but they look alright.
Geoff Titman

Biography of a Worm
A worm was born in a compost bin.
He was curious, so wriggled through grass cuttings, vegetable peelings and guinea
-pig bedding to the top.
Wanting to see the world, he slid down the outside – wheee!
A hungry blackbird said, “Dinner!”
“Is this the end?” said the worm.
Alas, it was.
Pat Wilson

Knee trouble
On the stairs my knee gave way. Oh what a pain. Went to Accident and Emergency without delay. Left on crutches, my leg in a splint. I hopped on the flat,
bumped up stairs on my bottom. Four days of elevation, ice and exercises got me
on my feet again. Fiona Murray
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Certainly not literature!
At my age of 83 my brain has become a trapeze iPhone iPad YouTube and Zoom
Helps life in isolation less like a tomb.
Delia Smiths cook book with scones muffins and bread increases waistlines and
makes them spread She‟s become my guru with recipes to conquer till I‟m 94!
Irene Pallace
Coronavirus- Lockdown 2020
Fear
Shock
Distance
Bereavement and loss
No Communion on Easter Sunday
Empty tomb
UNEXPECTED BLESSINGS
Youtube and Zoom
WONDERFUL WEATHER
BIRTHDAY
FACETIME WITH FAMILY
FLOWERS ON DOORSTEP
CHOCOLATE
HANDMADE SCRUBS
Facemasks
PPE
Alcohol gel
Sore hands
HANDCREAM
FAMILY OF BLUE TITS
SPRINGTIME GARDENS
PICNICS
Thursday claps
STAFF WORKING TOGETHER
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HOPE Rachael Bailes

Fake News headline:
„Cats can catch Coronavirus; keep them in‟
We have three cats !
In the kitchen,
In the sink,
In the washing machine,
In the bathroom ( when I‟m there)
In the bed
In the way!
Oh no ; it‟s impossible!
„I‟ve Googled it Mum. Fake news. Unlike you, they‟re allowed out‟!
Heather Elliott

HEARTBROKEN
FRIDAY: Dad smiled proudly and said, “11 days until graduation”.
“I‟ll be there when you graduate
and when you‟re called to the Bar
and in your first court hearing”
WEDNESDAY: Mam calls, “come home, Dad‟s fallen ill”.
FRIDAY: Dad dies.
TUESDAY: Graduation.
He was there, I just couldn‟t see him.
Karen Smoult-Hawtree

Is this Nimbyism?
Walked along a track from Moor lane then round a ploughed field to Askham Bog.
Sun shining, birds singing, a kestrel hovered above.
Found Winnie the Pooh`s house in a tree trunk among beautiful wildflowers.
Preferable to walking through a new housing estate?
Planning rejected, thankfully!
Is that Nimbyism?
Liz Powderley
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HISTORY . . .
Living through it
Remember The garden, sometimes neglected, became a delight, cherished daily.
Youngsters‟ bikes on litter-strewn pavements – families cycling on quiet roads.
Birdsong muted by traffic – clear and joyful chorus.
Hairstyles - innovative.
Facemasks – embarrassment? Fashion statement!
Trip to the beach - search for rural solitude.
Family closeness in distance.
Author ?

RESURRECTION
We didn‟t get much warning – when our family, our street, town, country, the
world closed down – on a Friday.
Life became a seed in the dark – waiting, waiting.
Then a shoot, a stalk, leaves and soon a glorious sunflower will open up. Will it be
Friday or a Sunday?
Phil & Faith Lewis
LOCKDOWN?
It doesn‟t seem to matter to me – I feel I‟ve lost the key.
The days go by so quickly, maybe because I‟m so slow
God willing the day will come when we‟ll all be free
To see each other and have a chat
And I‟m sure everybody will enjoy that
June Fawcett

Mr Ubiquity
He was always there. Whenever I went out the one person, I would encounter
was the man nicknamed „Mr Ubiquity‟. Year after year he‟d be the one individual
I‟d be guaranteed to experience. I once almost called him „Mr Omnipresence‟;
theologically unsound! Then he wasn‟t there anymore. Made me wonder.
Derek Reed
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Lockdown - what shall I do? Bake.
No flour, no baking powder, no icing sugar. Now what?
Trawl the supermarkets - queue.
Come out empty handed.
Now what? Garden.
No plants. Trip to garden centre - queue.
Now what? Read.
Enjoy the sun, be happy.
Look to the future, things will get better.
Pat & Allan Potter

Lockdown Spring
Beauty returns to streets,
Sunshine‟s dazzling haze,
Dragonfly and birds wing beats,
On frog spawn lockdown days.
Time lengthens in open spaces,
Families play in the park,
Daytime joyful faces
Say prayers at dark.
Dandelion clocks are blown,
Sick healed where flowers abound,
Butterflies making town home;
Nature has re-found.
Trish Pitt

Lump Aversion
Fifty word sago (!?) Austerity puddings filled fastidious child with dread, not
nutrition. Semolina, rice, tapioca, sago. Horror film gloop, frogspawn, hibernating
slugs haunted vivid imagination. Unpalatable, suspicious, feeding infantile lump
aversion; unjust desserts. Congealed uncongeniality. Call time on slime. Then
there wasskin! Bittersweet memories. Those puds - duds! Ugh!
Derek Reed
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My Diary
My diary I used to check each day to see who I was
meeting for a coffee, lunch, if I had a meeting
or the Theatre in the evening.
One big date Covid 19
All things came to a halt.
One day normality will return, we
will meet up again.
Anne Brabbs

Nocturnal noises
When I water the plants every evening, I always get a visit from a hedgehog. I
hear the hedge rustle and out he scuttles. This evening I heard the usual rustle
and started chatting away to the dark shape. Turned out to be a plant pot!
Marion Burgess

Only God knows the future!
What happened to those in 2015 job interviews 'where do you see yourself in 5
years‟ time?'
Or those who said on 1 January 2020 was 'their year?'
Or those who said on 1 March about a 14 day wait for an internet slot in Italy,
that wouldn't happen here?
Gill Stamp

Don’t make a spectacle of yourself
I jam on the radio. „A beautiful day‟ blares out. My foot presses down on the
pedal. There‟s no looking back as we race down the country roads. My vision‟s
gone a little blurry. Suddenly everything goes crystal clear, and Barnard Castle
appears through the trees, in all its glory.
Neil Wilson
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Operation Forage
Surgical gloves – check
Hand sanitiser – check
Join queue observing social distancing rules
Anxiety levels rising!
Half hour later I‟m in
Observe direction arrows mainly!
Reprimanded for not observing one way system
No flour or pasta but stacks of Corona!
Frisked
One pack of potato gnocchi removed
Pay. Exit
Forgot Twix
Wendy Hewitt

Pilgrims Heart
To be a pilgrim requires an enquiring mind, a travelling heart, and a final destination. Even in lockdown, my feet can wander the hills and valleys through memory,
photos, and story. Once more, I walk with friends, laughing, talking, complaining,
and sharing as in the distance we see journey‟s end.
Helen Wren

Special birthday cake
I will have to bake
A special birthday cake
I'll put some candles on the top
Just hope the cake is not a flop
On the day he'll need some puff
I hope his breath is strong enough
What a day it's going to be
Happiness for him and me.
Pat & Allan Potter
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That which was lost, was found!
She needed to sew up a hole in a sock, but her needle wasn‟t where she had left
it.
It wasn‟t on the table nor was it on the floor but when, in despair, she sat on a
chair “Ouch!” she found it.
She didn‟t see the point of it.
Margaret Titman

The Countryside
The sun on your neck, the smell
of wildflowers in the air
The cattle and sheep roaming
large expanse of land
Tractors at work in the fields, the
sound of birds tweeting carried for miles
Leaves rustling in the wind,
woodpeckers tapping against the bark
I love the countryside.
Toby (Anne Brabbs’ grandson)

How many words?
What I remember from VE Day, I think: long tables, Air Raid Wardens in party
hats, bunting and other small birds, congas, pullovers, frocks, potted meat sandwiches, jelly, more jelly, my favourite barrage balloon alas gone. The Anderson
shelter would become a rockery. That‟s just the title! How many words?
Derek Reed

HUG?
I saw on TV; a mother and son meet for the first time in eight weeks.
Hug? No touch, squeeze or embrace, - keep the regulation social distance.
So they hugged themselves and their eyes locked on each other and the space
between them filled, glowed, burned with – love.
Phil & Faith Lewis
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The Changing of the Guard
After seven years of involvement with
The Porch, Mark Russell-Smith is
hanging up his Editorial hat.
We
therefore thought we would take the
opportunity to turn the interview
table on him, and put him in the hot
seat, just in case he thought he had
escaped!

Tell me about your upbringing?
I was born in Kenya. My parents had left their respective homelands in the
1930‟s; my father from the UK and my mother from Germany – both with the
determination that this was to be their new home. My father owned a coffee
plantation and I was brought up with two brothers and educated in Kenya. At
the age of 17, I wanted to be a horticulturalist and so came to the UK to study
first at Edinburgh Municipal Parks Department and then to the University
Botanic gardens in Cambridge. However, I had felt God calling me to the
Ministry even whilst at school, and so decided to actively pursue this avenue.

Where did you train?
I was accepted at Cranmer College, Durham University which, incidentally, is
where our vicar Richard trained – though I must confess not at the same time!
I was ordained in 1972 at Chester Cathedral and then spent three years in a
parish on the Wirral and two years in Bolton. I found the work both challenging
and rewarding. I then had a slight change of direction and went to work for
UCCF (then known as University & Colleges Christian Fellowship) as a travelling
secretary covering the north east of England and was based in York – which was
to be my first association with the city. The role involves mission and
evangelism to students, and a previous post holder had been a certain Peter
Collier…
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How did this mission role develop?
I felt called to return to Kenya, and even though it was home, I felt it only
right to have some training for the mission field and so went to All Nations
Christian College to study a post-graduate course in Mission. It was there that
I met a lovely Norwegian called Anne, who was training to go to Taiwan. I may
have scuppered that…. as we both ended up in Kenya where we married!

How did your work develop in Kenya?
Initially, I was involved with something called „Theological Training by
Extension‟ and worked at a parish level – which just happened to be the size of
a UK county with 40 parishes! It was here that I had the humbling realisation
that the Swahili I had learnt as a boy, was based on the „direct imperative‟ as in
„giving commands‟. I was mortified that I had not appreciated that my Swahili
and many basic attitudes were left over from the colonial era. I had to relearn the language but, despite my embarrassment, the Kenyans were deeply
gracious, embracing me as one of their own.

I became involved in running a Bible school which went on to become an
ordination training centre and today is one of the main national centres.
However, to deepen my own knowledge, we decided to move to Edinburgh in
order for me to study for a Masters degree. Thus after 10 years of working in
Kenya, Anne and I returned to the UK where our daughter Caroline was born.

So, did you return to Kenya?
Not to work. In the end, both Anne and I felt that God was calling us to serve
in a different way and so we ended up in a community which was almost as much
a culture shock to us, as someone from the UK moving to Kenya! We worked in
the Trough of Bowland which sits on the county boundary of Lancashire and the
then West Riding of Yorkshire, and culturally has a foot in two camps! We
served the community of Slaidburn for nearly twenty years, and after six years
there, added the parish of Long Preston-with-Tosside. We had a visitor who
used to join us for worship at the church in Long Preston whilst staying at their
holiday caravan. Curiously, they usually worshipped at a church called St
Edward‟s in Dringhouses…
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You had previously lived in York, is that why you returned?
We had kept our flat here from
my UCCF days and York felt like
home. When I retired in 2011,
we moved here and went to
several
different
churches.
However, we were welcomed on
our first visit to St Edward‟s,
and then welcomed back by the
same person when we next
visited - and so we felt this was
the church for us.

You took on The Porch in 2013
– what have been the joys and
dare I say, the frustrations?

Mark and Anne at St Paul‟s School, Kenya
1985

I had previous involvement with church magazines, and I do enjoy writing too. I
think Martin and Ian were looking for fresh ideas and I was happy to introduce
„The 5-minute interview‟ and the Postcard. It is a discipline to write each
month and sometimes I felt it possibly wasn‟t that exciting, and then someone
would say how much they enjoyed a piece. I learned to appreciate that God
often touches people in surprising and delightful ways – despite how you feel.
The biggest frustration is probably persuading people to contribute! Every idea
has its own shelf-life – as indeed does the editor!

Mark, thank you for all that you have contributed over the years;for your
wisdom, insight and commitment. It really has been appreciated. We’ll let
you have a month off from writing…. and then?

Interview by: Helen Wren
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Book Review: God Lost and Found
Bishop John Pritchard
On the 14th January (2020) we were fortunate to have Bishop
John give a talk at St Edward‟s as part of our Faith Seeking Understanding series. His title for the talk was “What is so good
about the Good News, for 21st century Britain?” A lot of what he
said in his excellent, challenging talk is found in this book, first
published in 2011.

The book is aimed at those who feel that their faith has stalled, or who no
longer feel the presence of the living God. Or those who feel that church is no
longer relevant to their lives and are considering giving up altogether.

In the first part of the book he looks at reasons why we might find ourselves in
these situations of doubt, disillusionment and despair. These include failings of
the church; when it is more concerned about orthodoxy and image and deciding
who is in and who is out, rather than being an authentic witness, embodying the
vision and values of Jesus. He also suggests that we often want God to show up
in spectacular ways, rather than looking for and finding him in the ordinary. He
notes that doubt is not the same as disbelief, and that honest doubt is a necessary part of faith, “the mortar of intelligence in the wall of faith”. We live in a
culture that values success, at “having arrived” whereas faith is a journey of
obedience, in the direction of home. A quest, not a destination.

The second half of the book looks at “new beginnings” and how we might move
forward, recover confidence and re-encounter God. He points out that Jesus‟
encounters with people were always at a point of need, so rather than feel de31 spair, we need to articulate our need.

In the chapter on “re-imagining faith” he argues that faith is more about relationship and presence than a set of beliefs and doctrines. He says that we have
done God a disservice by trying to make faith a package of certainties. In the
gospels, Jesus was not so interested in people‟s beliefs as their relationships
with the poor and marginalised.

Bishop John challenges us to look for God in the ordinary, because there is so
much of it. To find God in creation where “beauty and grace are performing
daily” so that creation is not performing to “an empty house”. Jesus came to
give us life, and he argues that wherever we find life, we will encounter God.

The chapter on the “sleeping giant” challenges the church to move from being a
religious club that keeps people “paddling at the shallow end of faith” to one
that encourages people to grow as individuals and followers of Jesus. This
theme is continued in the chapter “Communities of Grace” where the church is
urged not to be an institution, but a community of people who recognise that
they have been blessed by God and seek to be a blessing to others.

Summary
Even if you don‟t feel jaded and weary on your faith journey, there is a lot in
this book on which to reflect and plenty of encouragement and sustenance for
that journey. When “normal service” is resumed, you will be able to find a copy
in the church library.

Linda Sykes
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Ed Web News: Everyone is Welcome.
There are green shoots that the world may soon start to re-emerge, but until
then our life online remains a gossamer thread that binds.

Our YouTube channel saw the launch of Family Service on Palm Sunday; as a prerecorded box of delights, it is inspirational! As usual, Family Service is the first
Sunday in the month – however, unusually, Richard also leads a 10AM service
so we can all share in the ‘live’ worship. We initially made the Family Service
available at 10AM, but of course we were then all taking part in morning worship,
and so June’s service was timed for 9AM. Whilst online, that is the format we
will keep; so, the Family Service will be on our YouTube channel at 9AM on the
first Sunday of the month, and as it lasts about 40-45 minutes, there is time for
coffee before morning worship.
The Ed Web team would really encourage you to watch the Family Service, as
what an absolute joy it is to see our young families singing together with almost
one voice, and nearly co-ordinated actions, as they join in with the ‘Everyone is
Welcome’ and ‘Faith as Small as a Mustard Seed’. Just to see so many different
faces reminds us that we are part of a bigger family. It also encourages us all to
tidy up before filming…
The service includes Bible stories/crafts/prayers/
music and dancing/ puppets and a nerve-wracking
„piece to camera‟ for the worship leader. It has perhaps made us realise that working in TV is quite a
skill, and we are even more admiring of Harry Gration‟s poise in front of a camera! However, unlike
„real life‟, we have the chance for re-runs. The puppets can become quite heavy on „Take Eight‟.

The technical wizardry of Colin Paterson is to be applauded as he helps us all to
record our pieces „to camera‟ in order for him to weave it seamlessly together.
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It is a real joy to see so many engaging with our regular morning worship and
the addition of „live‟ comments has made it really much less isolating, as folks
are able to send messages of greeting, peace and prayers. In fact, it could be
argued that it is more „interactive‟ than the average service, especially with the
prayer requests.
However, we are conscious for those of our community who have not had access
to the internet. So, to enable those without an internet connection to take part
in our worship, a Zoom phone linkis available. The downside of this is that calls
are charged at a national call rate, which will depend on which supplier you have
your phone line with. Please do pass on the information to anyone who might be
interested:
Use one of these phone numbers below to access the service:
0203 481 5240; 0208 080 6592; 0131 460 1196; 0208 080 6591; 0330 088
5830

You will be then asked to enter the Meeting ID and to press # On your phone
keypad enter: 979 7513 6194 and press #
You will then be asked to enter a Client ID or to press # There is no Client ID
so just press # on your phone keypad
You will then be asked for the meeting password.
On your phone keypad enter the number 567334 and press # You will then be
connected to the Service.
And finally, where has the web reached this month? We have had visitors
viewing from USA, China, Saudi Arabia, Canada, Israel and Thailand.
So, just a reminder:
To access the website: www.stedsdringhouses.org
To access Facebook: www.facebook.com and search for St Edward the Confessor Church, Dringhouses
To follow on Twitter: @StEdwardsYork
To follow on Instagram: www.instagram.com
To connect with YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/feed/my_videos
The ED WEB TEAM.
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Greetings Friends of TariroUK

Tariro is one of the charities supported by our Parish Giving.
We received this beautiful description of life in Zimbabwe under Lockdown
from one of our senior girls – Thandeka Phiri and thought you would enjoy
hearing news about our young people.
We start our day with devotions in the morning as a family, we do some regular exercises after this we then have our breakfast. We usually spend most
of our time studying and we then meet for lunch
We often remind each other about the importance of social distancing, sanitising our hands, wearing masks as well as washing our hands regularly to help
fight and reduce this pandemic. We have all devoted ourselves to making
and keeping our beautiful home clean and neat which is something
appealing to us, this includes our garden as well.
We are a family full of melodious voices. l can‟t express it enough here how
we are excited when this time of singing comes alongside our drummers
(Fidelis and Takudzwa). It is indeed an interesting and amazing moment and
we enjoy it. In addition we enjoy playing games such as
solitaire, FIFA and soccer. Below are some photos of
our activities.

Playing soccer and volleyball
Our greatest lesson that we have learnt during the Lockdown is being synergistic that when we work as a team we accomplish more than we could
achieve alone, we‟ve also learned to be considerate of others by being kind
and loving to each other unconditionally.

We are forever grateful for your continued and generous support especially
during this difficult time. Thank you for being there and for fighting for us.
We also want to thank Baba f (Fr Mutasa) for strengthening our faith
through Mass services we share every Sunday.
Choir practice
THANK YOU
Thandeka Phiri
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Senior Girl at Tariro
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REFUGEE ACTION YORK (RAY)

As many will recall we had a very enjoyable
meal in January at Epiphanytide with the theme
I was a Stranger and You Welcomed me.
Amongst the speakers was Sally Bourton from
RAY. It was before the days of social
distancing and when Zoom and bubbles had a
very different meaning .
But the support that RAY offers to refugees in York has continued.
Sally contacted me and writes:

“We now run our services via Zoom, What’s App and telephones. We are
continuing to support all our service users and each one has a volunteer or staff
member contacting them at least weekly; we are running language classes online
and sending out things to families to help keep the children occupied.
I really don’t know when we will be able to go back to meeting at The Hub on a
Sunday …maybe as far ahead as next year”

Please continue to pray for the Refugees and asylum seekers, whose lives are
even harder because of Lockdown, both here in York and in the larger cities
where it is harder to provide support .
Remember those agencies that are doing their best to support them.

Helen Dawe
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May at York Foodbank
Generous donations of food
have been coming in for which
we are grateful and, in due
course, it will all be given to
Foodbank clients.
Occasionally there are some
unexpected donations – during
the first winter I was a volunteer we received a donation of
water pipe insulation. Not quite what our clients would have expected to receive when they came for food!
Last month I reported the receipt of a large quantity of pickled beetroot
which had been donated. We gave it all out – everyone got a jar of pickled
beetroot for a few weeks!
This month‟s surprise was packets of cornflower seeds
donated by the Museum Gardens. Each packet has the
explanation that the gardens are closed due to the
COVID-19 lockdown but are providing “blue cornflower
seeds so you can have a little of the Museum Gardens
at Home.”
A delightful idea which will bring happiness to a lot of
people.
However, a non-food item which is always welcome is carrier bags. Unless the
clients bring their own bags, the food is packed into carrier bags and the supply often runs low. It would be very helpful if you could donate any bags you
no longer need. When the church is open the tubs will be put at the back
ready to receive your donation. Thank you.

Margaret Titman
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USPG (United Society Partners in the Gospel) the Mission Society supported
by our Parish Giving.
COPING WITH COVID 19 IN THE
DIOCESE OF DURAPUR, NORTH
INDIA.
India's response to the Covid19 virus began with a nationwide Lockdown and so
the plight of the day labourers began.
Many of them come from small villages. Some work part of the year as farmers
and the rest as daily wage labourers.
Others work the year round in the city sending home most of their earnings for
their families.
With the Lockdown in place they lost their livelihood and their ability to feed
themselves and their families.
Whether it was the labourers in the cities or their families in the villages,
neither had the funds to buy food and other essentials for the Lockdown.
Thus began a mass exodus of those labourers, walking for days in the heat
to reach their families.
The Diocese of Durapur is close to the border of the country where there are
many day labourers. With the lockdown in place, these were the groups that
were struggling to feed themselves.
The Anti-Human Trafficking Programme, well known in the districts of North
and South Dinajpur for their efforts to prevent Human Trafficking, teamed up
with the local authority. They held awareness programmes about the virus and
its impact and also distributes relief packages to the families in the area.
250 families were given relief boxes which contained rice, pulses, oil, salt and
soap bars and more.
It is through the support of USPG that the Diocese was able to reach out to
these families in great need.
USPG have established a special fund called FOCUS ON THE FUTURE to
support churches and communities post Covid 19. Details of how to donate to
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this are on the USPG website.
Helen Dawe (Parish Contact for USPG)

St Edward’s Holiday Club 2020
This year our holiday club will be adventuring through the ocean to find lost
jewels and learning about the Bible. Since we are not able to meet in person, we
will be doing this all virtually.
From Monday 20th to Friday 24th July, a daily video will be released at 10am
on our YouTube channel. These videos will be available for anyone to view and
will include Bible stories, activities, games, crafts and more!
Activity packs containing all the materials for a child to complete the crafts as
well as activity sheets for each day are available on a first come first served
basis as they are in limited supply. These packs will cost £4 each and can be
delivered within the UK – to ensure that they arrive with you by 20th July
please apply by Friday 3rd July.
The packs will not include colouring pens/pencils, scissors and glue and they will
be needed to complete the crafts. If you do not have access to these supplies
do let us know and we will do our best to supply them.
To sign up for a pack please follow this link to fill in this form: https://
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/LMKVDD3
Payment can be made via bank transfer and details will be emailed to you once a
form has been filled in.
If you have any questions or if the cost of the pack is prohibitive please email
holidayclub@stedsdringhouses.org
Pack contains:


Logbook including the story for each day



Colouring and activity sheets



Craft templates



Air dry clay



Lollipop sticks



Stickers

Mary Paterson
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Just a Minute
An attempt at a brief, pithy summary of the latest PCC meeting!

1st June 2020

Seven-thirty saw most of the PCC members staring expectantly at their I-pad/
computer screens, having successfully linked up to our very first Zoom PCC. (A
couple of members were staring in bewilderment at their blank screens, as they
struggled with the technology.)

Nigel opened in prayer and read from Lamentations 3, which reminds us that
even in difficult circumstances, “the steadfast love of the Lord never ceases”.
The APCM date has been further delayed until the 31 stOctober. All currently
elected members will stay in post until then. Derek & Dorothy Reed, however,
wish to step down from their positions as Deanery Synod Representatives, and
PCC members at the next APCM. Steve Hobson has also decided that the demands of work mean that he wishes to step down from the PCC with immediate
effect. They were thanked in their absence for all that they have contributed
to the life of St Edward’s.

The long-awaited new doors to the entrance to the church, took a step backwards, as did most of us, with a gasp of “oh”, when the first estimate was revealed. (Did they confuse us with the Minster?!!) A further 2 estimates are
awaited. We hold our collective breath.

Debbie talked us through the church finance documents. You will not be surprised to hear that income is significantly down from previous years. This is
largely due to a loss of income from hall lettings, and also donations at services,
weddings etc. Thankfully, the regular giving from church members has been
largely unaffected. We thank God that we are not in dire straits but do need to
be cautious.
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For those who long to get back inside the physical building of the church, there
is some light at the end of the tunnel/nave, with the government announcing that
churches can open for private prayer, from 1st July*. A lot of work still needs to
be done to work out how that can happen practically and safely. Doing a risk
assessment about praying in church is a novel concept. Sermon fodder for
sure. This is before we move onto the much bigger issue of holding sociallydistanced services with or without music. Watch this space, at a socially appropriate distance of course! (*since this meeting the date was brought forward to
15th June).
In the meantime, we continue to experiment with technology. An attempt to discuss what we had learned over the last 3 months, and what we might want to
take forward, was somewhat stymied by a physical lack of jelly babies and a virtual lack of break out rooms, for which the vicar took full responsibility! Further discussion to occur at a later date.
Ending on a positive note, we have been given a generous gift to fund the appointment of an additional Youth Minister to support Katie in her ministry with
older children and teens.
Linda Sykes
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Global Window
My brother, Keith Bowers, a former television journalist who has worked for
BBC and Al-Jazeera has, since March, been posting insights into the world pandemic via colleagues and contacts across the world. The website is called Global
Window. In May's Porch, one of the articles 'in praise of recovery' was published. He writes "It‟s very uplifting to see how so many individuals and groups
around the world are doing their bit to help fight the pandemic."
Here is a selection of some of the other posts. Two of them are about Ethiopia,
a country where he frequently lectures at the university in Addis Addiba.
The Prime Minister of Ethiopia announced a state of emergency to give the government extra powers but he indicated there would not be a total lockdown. He
is quoted as saying:”We can‟t impose a lockdown like more developed nations as
there are many citizens who don‟t have homes…. Even those who do have homes
have to make ends meet daily.”
Keith has been to Addis Ababa many times and so has seen first-hand how many
poor people struggle to eke out a living on the streets. Although the Ethiopian
economy has been growing at a fast rate with a huge construction boom, there
are still many who have nothing.
Some international observers have been puzzled that the figures of Covid-19 in
Ethiopia, like other parts of Africa, are so relatively low. A range of factors has
been suggested as possible explanations. These include: the under-reporting of
cases, the fact that the population is made up of a very high proportion of young
people, and that the local intense ultraviolet levels may somehow be suppressing
the virus. However, there is as yet no definitive scientific explanation. But by
mid June, there still had only been 40 deaths.
Another post was about Keith's friend Arabella in Addis Ababa who runs a social
enterprise called Arakele. Its aim is to train primarily marginalised women from
a range of diverse backgrounds to sew and design clothes. They are now using
the college‟s sewing machines to make a range of
washable and breathable cotton masks.
A train snakes its way through the high-rise
blocks of Addis Ababa
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More about Africa
The Senegalese academic Felwine Sarr has argued that "the Europeans are worried about us but over here we are worried about them" Douglas Alexander, a
former UK Secretary of State for International Development says it is also vital
that the international community increases its support for the continent's
struggle. Until everywhere is safe nowhere is safe. As the Ethiopian Prime Minister, Abiy Ahmed, has said: "If the virus is not defeated in Africa, it will only
bounce back to the rest of the world."
New Zealand. Keith praises the humane approach of their Prime Minister - for
her direct but down-to-earth manner. At the end of March she had an informal
evening chat to the nation from her home after putting her young daughter to
bed.
Jacinda has also recently revealed that in the past she used to work as a checkout assistant in a supermarket. She said:“I can tell you that it is a thankless job
at the best of times. I cannot imagine what some of those individuals will have
experienced in the last few weeks.”
Her approach was to immediately close borders, impose a strict lockdown and
trace cases. There are currently only 22 deaths. But as figures from African
and Asian countries show, the numbers of losses vary dramatically in each country and there is still so much to understand as to why Covid-19 has proved more
deadly in some places than others.
Another day, Keith shared a refugee's story, Achut Deng, from South Sudan.
She’s a 35-year-old single mother and now lives in South Dakota in the United
States after surviving civil war and malaria in Africa. Achut is currently a
worker at a meat-packing plant in the city of Sioux Falls. It’s one of many such
factories hit extremely hard by Covid-19 in America - Its employees now make
up about 44 percent of the diagnoses in the whole of South Dakota although
Achut is recovering.
In Poland, Ewa Ewart of Warsaw is a former Polish colleague, who spotted a
massive mural in the centre of Warsaw. It shows a team of doctors and nurses
covered by masks. Next to them, there is an iconic figure of Superman wearing
his famous red cape. The caption read: “The most vulnerable are those who care
about our health and life in the pandemic era. We painted this mural to thank
you. Why? Because real heroes do not wear capes.”
Finally, the Ethiopian first lady has released a song
called Maren. This means mercy in Amharic, one of the
country‟s main languages. It does not refer to the coronavirus directly but begs God not to abandon us during
this time when the world is terrorised.
Gill Stamp
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John Young writes about
TWO ARCHBISHOPS

Archbishop SENTAMU - a Happy memory.
On my 80th birthday Isabel and I walked to
Bishopthorpe. We’ve done that dozens of times
and never bumped into the Archbishop-nor to
Daphne, Alison or David, members of St Edward’s who also work at the Palace. But on that
particular day, there was the Archbishop! We
greeted one another and I explained that
it was my 80th birthday- and asked if he would
give me God's blessing. As we stood on the pavement, he laid his hands on my
head and prayed for Isabel and me with great fervour.
THANK YOU Archbishop, for a wonderful birthday present!

Archbishop STEPHEN –Welcome!
In the past our new Archbishop has written for
York Courses and I have edited his work. In a discussion course entitled „Rich Inheritance‟ he wrote
the following moving piece...
I wasn’t brought up as a regular churchgoer. I first
encountered the real impact of the Christian story
when I saw the television film Jesus of Nazareth when I was about fourteen. I
can still remember the power of the story – especially the crucifixion. For the
first time its meaning and relevance burnt its way into my heart.
It had such a powerful impact that I found myself weeping uncontrollably.
Those were the days when there was only one television in most homes and
watching programmes was a family activity. Embarrassed by this show of emotion, I remember running from the room and throwing myself onto my bed.
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After a little while my mother came into the room to see what the matter was.
She comforted me, but after a while she also, nicely, told me to pull myself together. The trouble is, I couldn‟t. I couldn‟t then, and I can‟t now. The power of
this story changes lives. So it is that the Christian faith is first and foremost
the Christian story.

So what did those first Christians do when Jesus sent them out to conquer the
world with his message of love? Well, yes, they did marvellous things in the
power of God‟s Spirit – and we will look at these in the next session. But most
of all they told a story.




They told people what God had done in Jesus.
They explained the difference this had made in their own lives.
They declared that it could make a difference for the whole world.

John Young

The Gift of a Garden
A garden fills the heart of God
With scented flower and dew-wet sod
It may be just a tiny space
And yet it brings such healing grace
There fragrant blossoms we must tend
And we can have the sun for friend
A garden fills the heart with peace;
Its stillness brings the mind release
Submitted by: June Fawcett
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Hello from Dringhouses
Library!

We hope all our customers are
staying safe and well at this
strange time. The library may
not be open, but there are still loads of exciting things happening online.
Missing books? Did you know you can download ebooks and eaudiobooks from
the library for free? We have five thousand e-books on our Overdrive website which disappear after their loan period so you can‟t get fines! Any York
Libraries member can borrow e-books books. Please use your ordinary library card number and PIN (there is no need to join the library again specifically for e-books).
Information on how to do this is on our website here https://
www.exploreyork.org.uk/digital/e-books/ and here‟s a brief guide:
With an Apple, Android or Windows phone or tablet, you can download the
books straight to your device by installing the free „Libby‟ app from your app
store. When you use the app for the first time it‟ll take you through a process
to pick York Libraries from an international list. Then you‟ll be ready to start
downloading books to read in the app. You‟ll need your ordinary library card
number and PIN.
On your PC or laptop go to the Overdrive website and log in with your ordinary
library card number and PIN.
On E-Readers, it depends on the type of e-reader, check the website for more
info.
You can now access 7000 digital newspapers and magazines through PressReader. Thanks to City of York Council for funding this service during the
coronavirus lockdown. Just download the Press Reader app from your app
store, or just visit the website in your internet browser (tip: we strongly recommend the app for the touch screen experience). Further instructions are
available on our website https://www.exploreyork.org.uk/digital/e-magazines/
This year’s Summer Reading Challenge is going digital!
There is a new and exciting way to take part in the Summer Reading Challenge
this year. Because the libraries aren‟t open fully yet we are going virtual and
you will be able to take part online. As well as the challenge there will be activities for you to do all on the same theme of fun, laughter and silliness.
The Silly Squad is a team of animal friends who love to go on adventures and
get stuck in to all different kinds of funny books. This year, the Challenge features extra special characters designed by the award-winning author and illustrator Laura Ellen Anderson, who you‟ll know from amazing reads like Amelia
Fang and Evil Emperor Penguin!
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Illustrations © Laura Ellen Anderson 2020

You can join the Silly Squad on a new adventure by setting your own personal
reading challenge to complete this summer. The Silly Squad online platform will
help you keep track of your books, reviews and the rewards you unlock along the
way.
Explore York Libraries and Archives will launch the Challenge on Friday 10th
July. You will be able to sign up to the challenge on the Summer Reading Challenge website, which the Reading Agency are providing. You can borrow e-books
and audio books to take part from Explore‟s Overdrive, our e-lending platform.
You will find information on how to join up to this on our website.
There are lots of other info and links to activities for children and families
on our website https://www.exploreyork.org.uk/digital/stay-at-home-children/
There are links to digital information and support on our website https://
www.exploreyork.org.uk/digital/explore-at-home-information-and-digitalsupport/
Including links to reputable sources of information during the coronavirus crisis,
such as the government and NHS website, as well as info on how to help people
get online.
Researching your family tree or local history during lockdown?
The Explore website provides free access to both Ancestry and Findmypast, and
has loads of useful links to things like courses on genealogy.
Our recently launched image portal https://images.exploreyork.org.uk/contains
over 3,500 historic images from our Archive and Local History collections.
Through these photographs, illustrations, maps and archival documents you can
walk forgotten streets, visit the old city centre slums, find out about York‟s
stained glass history and significant city events, and learn more about some of
the people who lived in our city and the surrounding area.
WATCH THIS SPACE: Library staff are working hard on getting ready so that
we can begin to reopen safely. Please check the Explore website and local press
for details in the forthcoming weeks.
Lucy
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WWW. - World wide worship - at sea
Since we retired, Geoff and I have been very privileged to travel extensively,
including four long voyages of between 7 and 11 weeks. In each case, on longer
cruises, if Sunday is a day partly or wholly at sea, there is an ecumenical service held. The format varies according to the ship. On traditional cruise lines
such as Saga or Cunard ( which we've only travelled on for shorter trips) the
Captain or his officers will conduct a Songs of Praise type service with readings and prayers from various staff members.
Fred Olsen cruise lines are, as far as I know, the only company who engage
chaplains for longer trips, who are rewarded with a free cruise for themselves
and a companion. It seems false economy that other ships don't do this as
the chaplain is invaluable not just for services, but pastoral support for both
passengers and crew facing difficulties. On our longest trip, a voyage round
Africa, at our first port of call, I couldn't access Wifi in the cruise terminal
(always a big requirement on cruises) as it required the purchase of a coffee
and Geoff had already gone back on board with the money. A friendly Scottish
chap with his elderly mother (I later discovered she was over 90) bought me
the drink, but refused to be repaid.
I later discovered he was Father Ross, the chaplain.
He organised services each Sunday, and was amazingly gifted with a 3-minute sermon each time but
was very happy for passengers such as myself to prepare prayers or read. He also sometimes presided at
communion, but even in 2016, Fred Olsen had very
strict hygiene rules - we only had wafers, no wine and
With Father Ross at the final
nodded or waved gracefully at each other in the
commissioning service.
peace.
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On our other long voyages, services were the responsibility of the cruise directors, whose usual role was to organise entertainment, lectures and other
passenger activities. They were delighted however, if passengers volunteered
to relieve them of this duty! We joined part of a world cruise, from Sydney to
Dubai, and Christians on the first leg of the cruise had already formed a fellowship which met for prayer on sea day mornings and was attended by over 25
passengers, including those from several other English speaking countries.
Praying for situations in the countries we were visiting was particularly powerful.

The cruise director was delighted that Brian, a reader from Sheffield had
volunteered to organise the Sunday services and as it happened, he and his
wife were on our voyage round South America, so both times I became part of
his team.
We took it in turns to deliver a 5-minute talk,
prayers or a reading. On the second cruise, Jane
who was used to operating the screens in her own
church, was able not only to project liturgy and
songs but also beautiful meditations with photos
taken by passengers. Visiting Christ the Redeemer
statue in Rio was a particularly spiritual experience.
The inspiring Christ the
We asked for volunteers from the passenger choir to
Redeemer in Rio de Janiero
join us on stage to lead the worship and the passenger
ukulele group to accompany us.
Sailing in the Indian Ocean, we celebrated Holy Week and Easter. Though
unable to hold communion on this ship, our team arranged Maundy Thursday,
Good Friday and Easter Day services. Over this period, the ship had a guest
magician/illusionist who also performs to Christian groups, so he joined us!

This is a Methodist church in
Cape Town - that prove to be
especially inspiring.

Our last cruise was only two weeks long, but it
spanned Christmas and New Year 19-20. The
cruise director appealed for help and there was a
retired Anglican priest and a Pentecostal minister
on board so they headed up a team for Christmas
Eve, Christmas Day and New Year's Eve services
and I gave a short talk at one and led prayers at
another.

The most rewarding part of this holiday ministry
was that proportionately far more people joined us
at all the services than you would expect on land 25 to 30% of passengers. Above all, our faith was enriched by the beautiful
scenery, friendly people, amazing wildlife and spectacular buildings we encountered. I pray that over these difficult weeks of pandemic, seeds sown at
those services will provide some connection and comfort for those with few
church connections who attended.
Geoff and Gill Stamp
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Pews for Thought
Let‟s talk about pews! Why not? Diversionary tactic
to take our minds off things? You‟d think that the
current Anglican headline-grabber would be Stephen
Cottrell‟s forthcoming review of all 42 dioceses which
may culminate in „the Night of the Long Croziers‟.
Actually, the great talking-point is pews. I kid you not;
well…perhaps a little. Are you sitting comfortably;
though not currently „pew-bound‟? Are pews a threatened species destined to
be placed on the Red List of critically endangered church furnishings? After
all, years ago St Edward‟s lost some, which wasn‟t due to voracious woodworm.
The overarching Anglican question is our position on pews. Seating sits at the
heart of Anglicanism and may dominate General Synod deliberations. They may
not reach a decision; just sitting on it. Our church equivalent of Brexit is
„Pewsit‟, which, after all, is what they‟re for. Views on pews can be divisive. You
may hold deep-seated opinions on this topic. I‟m not a militant pew-retentionist
or pewgilist.
However, I like a good pew. Whenever I sit down on one I exhale, „Pew! Such a
relief‟. Only once was my reaction different; when I settled on an acutely uncomfortable pew only to discover I was perched on a carved wooden mouse.
How did that get there? There are such things as pew cushions so hard pews
shouldn‟t be a problem..
Pews were favoured by a 19C high church divine called Pewsey. A Tractorian,
he was deeply into early mechanised agriculture. An ‘Oxford Movement’
contemporary was Keble, named after a street in Bishopthorpe. They got
incensed about various issues in their tracts but not pews.
Pews appear in literature in the novel „A Room with a Pew’ and a character in
Stevenson’s novel „Treasure Island’ called „Blind Pew’. A blind pew is one with a
high back making it difficult to see over, hence ‘no view from the pew’.
Strong arguments in favour of pews include where to put pew sheets. You can’t
have them without pews. Stands to reason. Pews are also more suitable when
using kneelers. It’s harder to kneel in ranks of chairs. Then there’s more
„storage space’ than in alternative forms of seating and they’re easier to sleep
on than a row of chairs pushed together.
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Speaking personally, as opposed to via a ventriloquist, pews are comparable in
importance to other accoutrements we associate with church, ranging from
brasses to pulpits. They‟re part of the very warp and weft, or woof, if you‟re a
dog lover, of the Anglican tradition. Critics point to pew less York Minster nave
(Quire seats are stalls); and parishes that have turned their backs on pews.
In Medieval times seats weren‟t provided for worshippers, except occasional
backless stone benches up against nave walls for the elderly and infirm. PostReformation, pews were slowly introduced in Protestant churches partly because of the growth of preaching, requiring attention to the Word of God. It
made practical sense for the congregation to sit during the sermon. In Catholic
services there was much more physical movement, more „theatre‟ and activity.
Pews were relatively late features of Catholic Churches and to this day aren‟t
that common in the Orthodox world.
To counter the threat of pew extinction there have been recent innovations to
render them more versatile and user-friendly. Pews with castors aren‟t new.
Inflatable pews are being tested in a few churches. Flexible and lightweight,
they can be transported in a bag and inflated in any convenient space. The kids
love them, especially when they go off with a bang.
Apart from being fun and affording the Sunday School pewpils the opportunity
to play buses (face masks supplied), double-decker pews significantly increase
seating capacity; bunk pews are ideal for churches that can‟t afford a balcony
or mezzanine. Elasticated pews are available to cope with sudden increases in
Church attendance.
There are motorised pews, battery-powered, to ease the burden on the caretaker/verger as they can be driven into position without having to be hauled
around manually. Social-distancing pews for a phased return to a semblance of
normality might be easily created by leaving one space at each end for sitting,
separated by seven feet of barbed wire. From Denmark comes the Lego pew, to
be constructed by a team of Dads from Sweden, Ikea pews for self-assembly
before the assembly. Metal pews in pewter eliminate larval depredations.
Meanwhile, pew hammocks can prove restful though may trigger motion sickness. Heated pews give the occupants that Wesley sensation of being ‘strangely
warmed’.
As the bottom line, retain sample pews for posterity if not posteriors, as
they‟re part of our Anglican heritage and some are „pewtiful‟!
Alas, come Covid; with chair portability and practicality…my case seems lost!
Derek Reed
(ex[?]-Pew Fancier)
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